People require financial capability to save and accumulate assets for economic security and stability.
Unfortunately, financial vulnerability is widespread, and many lack access to appropriate financial
services for building assets.1 Universal and progressive Child Development Accounts (CDAs) have been
proposed as an inclusive policy to encourage lifelong asset accumulation, to practice and promote
individual financial capability, and to reduce wealth inequality.2 The policy has been demonstrated and
implemented at state and municipal levels.3 Integrating CDAs into a nationwide policy platform will
maximize the policy’s effects and efficiency.

Create universal and progressive CDAs that are based on the existing nationwide policy platform (529
college savings plans and the proposed Dependent Care Savings Accounts),4 automatically enroll all
newborns, and provide financial incentives to financially vulnerable groups. Building on current evidence
and policy developments, we propose the following:
 Improve 529 college savings plans by expanding them to accommodate new features:5
a. Amend the current law on 529 college savings plans to create new governing principles that
require 529 plans established and maintained by a state to automatically enroll state newborns in
a state-owned account for public or charitable contributions.6
b. Amend the current law on 529 college savings plans to specify that age-based investment
options are a qualified default investment for 529 plans.
c. Amend the current law on 529 college savings plans to exempt assets in 529 plans from the
asset limits associated with means-tested programs.
 Create new Dependent Care Savings Accounts with the following features:7
a. Automatic enrollment: Amend the current law on Dependent Care Flexible Spending Accounts
(FSAs) to automatically enroll all newborns in the program.
b. Targeted tax credits: Amend the current law on FSAs to provide a tax credit of $500 per year
for low-income parents.
c. Permissive provisions on rollovers: Amend the current law on FSAs to allow rollovers between
Dependent Care Savings Accounts and 529 plans while holding the annual contribution limit of
Dependent Care Savings Accounts.
d. Asset exemptions: Amend the current law on FSAs to exempt assets in the new Dependent Care
Savings Accounts from asset limit requirements of means-tested programs.

Evidence from a randomized policy experiment shows that universal and progressive CDAs can be
implemented in a full population by expanding existing policy platforms so that they include automatic
enrollment and initial deposit features. College savings plans and FSAs, if expanded to include these
features, offer unique opportunities to reach financially vulnerable groups and have several advantages:
They provide a legal and accounting structure and offer investment growth potential. Most plans require

low- or no-minimum initial contributions and have low fees.8 Furthermore, experimental evidence shows
that CDAs have positive impacts in households with young children. For example, having a CDA
increases account holding and asset accumulation. The accounts are also associated with positive
nonfinancial outcomes: parenting practices, parental mental health, the parent’s expectations concerning
the child’s educational attainment, and the child’s social-emotional development.9
Informed by such research, states and municipalities have initiated CDAs with various program designs,
creating opportunities to learn from each other and to generate an integrated policy framework.10
Pioneering states have developed inclusive and progressive asset accounts using the 529 college savings
platform. For example, Maine has automatically enrolled newborns in its 529 college savings plan since
2014, and Rhode Island has a check-box enrollment item on each birth record. Rhode Island also
automatically deposits contributions into in the state’s 529 college savings plan accounts opened for
newborns. The state experiences with CDAs inform the development of policy at the federal level.
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